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07
th

 February 2013 

Mr Paul V. Cleary 

Home Address: 

 

 

Postal Address: 

 

 

 

Home Phone:  

Mobile:  

Email:  

 

 

Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger 

Vatican City 

Rome, 

ITALY 

 

 

Greetings to You and Too All at the Vatican Joseph, 

  

 

Thank You for your Support and thus Your Believe in ME it is obvious that the facts I have presented are just 

that’s facts and thus evidence of my announcement of WHO I AM it was great to read you words “I am 

standing in agreement with you”  - Amen & Hallelujah to that Joseph.  

 

Praise The Lord we have an adversary to be eliminated from the planet all in the Name Of Our Precious 

Saviour JESUS CHRIST. Great - So We Are Ready To Stand As One and Righteous Then, Yes We Are 

Righteous Indeed Joseph. 

 

It gives me great pleasure to make myself known to you and the Complete Clergy including the most 

precious Nuns and Sisters of the Catholic Church. 

 

I would like to extend my most heartfelt warmth and loving blessings upon you and all the wonderful minds 

in the church for our Glorious Father God and My Personal Friend Jesus whom I would walk the ends of the 

Earth for, over and over again. 

 

I watch EWTN and the beautiful spirited and funny Mother Angelica quotes, “What a wonderful thing our 

church is the whole thing has been built on trust” so true; I would like to add of course Love. 

 

With Love for The Blessed Trinity, for Mother Mary who is most worthy of worship after all her blood runs 

thru Jesus veins, for each other and for the flock.  

 

Tell me how is Mother Angelica doing I believe she was ill I have not had my Satellite working since 

November of 2012 I cannot afford the technician to re-align it to the new satellite position and as a result I 

sadly missed out on the Christmas Season Mass in the Vatican and the 25
th

 of January Mass for the My 

Conversation day not to worry it will all be sorted out soon and I will never ever miss them again I will be 

present amongst them in the future. 
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I absolutely love the system that has evolved being the church the whole structure from your-self Joseph 

down to the excellent schools, age care and including everything in between, please feel free with all my love 

to share this letter with whom you feel needs to be kept informed. 

 

I do Love you all and I Love the system of the church and all attached to it for the Love of its growth and 

expansion to save souls. 

 

I have been watching and observing you for some time fighting and leading my fight by spiritual design and 

plan to this current point in time and I AM absolutely delighted that you have made contact with me, you are 

being guided and lead by The Holy Spirit you will see more and more added to my Facebook page, I 

AM_Saint Paul, over the next two (2) weeks. 

 

I was going to make it know to the world and then face the onslaught the barrage of those for me and those 

against me this is merely nothing a small stumbling block if you will for I AM prepared to be questioned by 

everybody but now that you have contacted me I will wait now and follow the righteous path the path that is 

in place for me by my helping in establishing and I dare not take all the credit as many many wonderful 

people have walked its door to help make it what it is today and that good use is of the Church  

 

I must say as with all the Popes and the Great John Paul II – Karol, you all excel for the bride of Christ the 

one true church built on Peter The Rock the church that has formed out of the humble beginnings of Jesus 

friends the disciples and the apostles that followed, I would just like to add I have extreme Love and Respect 

for Mother Teresa of Calcutta she does inspire me with her great quotes. 

 

You are the last chair Joseph, The 144,000 those without BLEMISH of REVELATIONS are all of the 

TRIBE of JUDAH they are the SAINTS & POPES and BENJAMIN are MY GENIUSES such as 

EINSTEIN, NEWTON, MOZART, BEETHOVEN, TCHAIKOVSKY, BACH, MENDELSSOHN, 

HANDEL, VERDI, PARRY, GUSTAV HOLST and HENRY FORD to name a small few. 

 

The end times are here with us this very day and into the near future there is much to plan and prepare for to 

ensure that My Personal Friends Dream is realised a Whole Planet Saved in His Precious Name with 

minimum casualties as possible and not as big a foreseen final battle by Father God who I will refer too from 

now on in all our correspondence and I He Wishes You to refer to Him also as “FATHER YUSSEL” for 

“YUSSEL” is His Personal Love name as mine is Paul it means “GOD WILL INCREASE” the other names 

on the planet and there aren’t many are his power names for us to use to help in our fight against our 

adversary the devil and those names are YAHWEH, HASHEM, EL-ROI, ELOHIM and  AHDOENIE.  

 

Now Joseph if for some unforeseen reason you are assassinated God Forbid or jezebel who is amon ra who is 

sin everyone gives you a heart attack, now being who you are, sin is nothing and thus she is nothing in you, 

so you should be completely safe.  Now in the event of your death before my plan is fulfilled then another 

Pope will be selected from the Cardinals, one worthy of the position, who has all the right credentials, knows 

all the procedures & Mass and it will be business as usual as the representative of the Catholic Church the 

Vatican after all they do have a Church to run and I a Planet to Save & Convert Completely.   

 

I have no want, desire, need or visions of grandeur to take up the post mine is a work too Kings & Queens 

and the so called Rules of this World the Puppets if You Will. 

 

I AM going to shock you and it will be a huge surprise if of no suspicion already but I know the Church has 

different facts and knowledge as to my following revelation but first it must be made absolutely clear that 

Jesus is the fulfilment of the Law and the end to sacrifices as he is the human sacrifice for sins and that 
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sacrifice is for Love itself, now if he is the fulfilment of the law and the beginning of the way of salvation 

why was mohammed not mentioned in The Holy Bible the only true written word of God besides the Jewish 

Torah. 

 

The answer is quite simple and easy Joseph, mohammed was and is not from our God - Father Yussel, he was 

a designed plan to put in place a religion to oppose Christ but look like they support Him and end up being 

used to deceive the world and remove Christianity in any form where it can and all in the name of the One 

True God, so called allah, a lie Joseph, nothing more than a lie and a huge deceiving one at that. 

 

I had conquered Saudi Arabia after leaving Damascus I did not go to Jerusalem why because they wanted my 

head, there is a reason I didn’t want Luke to record it in Acts and it has to do with my return now, I would 

just like to state that we have out deceived the deceiver satan himself.   

 

My Father helped me his name then was Isaac now Brien but he is deceased now jezebel had him riddled 

with cancer and he died in 1985 to take his support away from me my family has been thru a terrible time but 

they are all safe and unlike you know nothing about WHO I AM I have kept it a secret as with The Bishop 

and Priests of St Francis Xaviers Cathedral & Presbytery after all I have to live here and still attend Mass 

without being looked upon as a Heretic, a Liar, the son of the Father of Lies satan himself now I have your 

support the truth will come out now - Hallelujah Joseph, Hallelujah Amen and Rejoice and again I say, 

Rejoice Indeed.  

 

My Father’s name means “Strong Honourable” and my Mothers was Sarah now Sandra her name means 

“Defender of Mankind” and my three (3) brothers walked with me helping me along my travels later on in 

my ministry they are Isaac, Luke & Timothy not the Luke and Timothy of the scriptures this was a part of the 

plan because Saudi Arabia is Jethro all his Daughters, Moses wife Zipporah her Sisters and as they camped 

next to Mt Sinai they Loved God and were crying out in the wilderness to be introduced to Christ and as a 

result Christianity slowly grew with countless many a pilgrims trading there and teachers applying the 

teachings of Christ. 

 

Now mohammed went there after learning the scriptures from the Jews and Christians in Jerusalem and put 

them in to his own understanding of Arabic custom and culture now he had this spiritual ability or gift so to 

speak from allah who began his worship as buddha you see allah is coloured pink and fat the form of the 

horse now, a fallen angel named “falsiel” his name means “Humble One of God” he is now the opposite and 

he is buddha himself but human form, now you know how the word false has come into being as a direct 

result of the fall that truly wasn’t Adam and certainly not Eve’s fault. 

 

One of mohammeds family tribal gods was named allah and he was considered the god of “sex and war” now 

allah and satan are the paedophiles the little spineless cowards that they are, picking on innocent defenceless 

children to me there is nothing more cowardly a thing to do than to hurt children and they do it to destroy the 

Church in people’s eyes but in the eyes of the muslims for them to see us as infidels they are the infidels 

there god is a devil and satan is a wolve to look at, a dog standing on his back legs with his big yellow golf 

ball sized eyes that he flashes his power from and they call us dogs. 

 

To give you some idea of what he and all is fallen friends are doing not only to the world but within the 

Christian religions the name for God being Jehovah was put in place by allah, he spiritually, as all satans 

stupid and moron fallen friends have done, they have spiritually caused change and effect to alter the 

direction of the Christian Churches the Many Parts of Christ Body to give you an example the Church will be 

called as was it intended Christ Church - The Church of Christ, not the Catholic Church and the Vatican will 

change this is kept quiet by Jesus he won’t even reveal it to me it is a surprise. 
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Other things have been interfered with in the Church such as Dogma, Magnificat and the Bishops Attire 

Being pink this is believed and first grew in Europe that pink is a man’s colour it is not Joseph, it is allah 

interfering in the Affairs Of the Blessed Trinity and changing the direction The Holy Spirit wanted the 

Church to go, oh well not to worry, greater is he who is in you (Jesus) than he who is in the world (satan), 

you see it matters not what grand things that seem so important too satan and his wanting to run around the 

world too and throw to set up and organise for himself, all that matters Joseph is if Jesus has your heart and if 

so then you are saved everything else is merely superficial nothingness - that is all. 

 

I would of conquered Rome on my own 2000 years back but the opposite spirit to The Holy Spirit who is 

amon ra from ancient Egypt she is sin in everybody trying to control and organise for her own will, she 

hardened nero’s heart just as she did to Pharaoh against Moses, my plan was to go onto Spain but I was 

stopped, I also wrote Hebrews trying to present an appealing and logical meaning an example as to why Jesus 

is the Son of God the Messiah and not a worker of satan casting out demons, oh well, another brick wall and 

no thanks to allah interfering with the minds of the Pharisees and Sadducees and he was amongst them at 

Jesus questioning by the High Priest caiaphas now this is what he said “YOU CALL YOURSELF GOD 

Jesus I WILL SHOW YOU WHO GOD IS” and thus caused the direction of the cross for My Friend a most 

cruel and unfair death but now JESUS is saying “YOU CALL YOURSELF GOD lallah I HAVE SHOWN 

YOU WHO GOD IS AND YOUR ALMOST DEAD TELL ME WHERE IS ALL YOUR POWER, OH 

THAT’S RIGHT, PAUL HAS STRIPED IT FROM YOU AND REVERSED IT AND WE HAVE IT ALL 

NOW IN HEAVEN, NOT LONG TO GO NOW AND YOU WILL BE DEAD FOR EVER.” 

 

OK the so called Angel “barachiel” he is presented as a Male Angel ie the “iel” female Angels are “uel” and 

ArchAngels are “ael” well it is amon ra she was the angel “eratchuel” and her name means “Lowly Spirit of 

God” well now she is the opposite and Father Yussel calls her an “era” in other words an ERROR in creation 

for it is her who has created all the damage on the planet and Father only created the Caucasians jezebel the 

rest, this a long story notice the ra in her name, well Father calls her a dirty rat which is the form she took 

when she fell. 

 

Angels don’t have wings they are just like you and me to look at only Glorious and with very special powers 

such as “Yofiel” who killed the first born of the Egyptians and the 185,000 Assyrians or “Orfiel” who is 

Bethlehem’s Star and A Bright One At That He Is and as He says “I AM a Lover not a Fighter Paul I will 

watch and Laugh” or “Yisrael” who Jacob wrestled with. 

 

I give no respect in any of my letters in this life to evil in any way by giving their names an upper case 

heading as in Satan I will always and I mean always give them the lesser form of respect as to say, the worms 

that they are under my feet, a lower grade meaning and lower form of complete and utter disrespect and that 

includes the much hateful and evil president of iran The Anti-Christ and the so called supreme leader of iran 

The False Prophet. 

 

I AM direct and straight to the point and I will see the evil in them and question them to have the evil in them 

dissipate and the truth realised and thus Christ conquers another soul. 

 

Please use this email address for all correspondence with me Most Beloved indeed this is by my plan to take 

control of the situation and bring into question the false prophet and lead the world to salvation in Christ 

Jesus, those that are with us are for us and those that are not are against us, now they need to face the facts 

and that means right in front of their faces so to speak only to then believe and accept Christ Jesus as Saviour 

or simply turn way and so by their words and actions they will be seen thru and judged accordingly whether 

to save their souls or lose them the choice is theirs and theirs alone. 
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Much has to be planned for and I need some help and I need someone from the Church a close attaché or a 

few to fly to meet with me and I will tell of my needs to help get me out of the trouble that satan has beset 

before me financially and I AM not seeking riches or wealth just a little help out of my troubles to clear them 

and to then begin to concentrate on the situation at hand and that is to convert the Whole World to Christ, I 

tried 2000 years ago I will succeed NOW. 

 

“I Must Say, if at first you don’t succeed try, try, try again and if you still don’t succeed, Don’t Give 

Up” 

 

The Prayer worked Joseph - Thank You. 

 

I have a big secret to reveal to You Joseph a very very big secret I will reveal it to you first and you 

only, from then we will decide what to do, I already know the right direction but you may think it be 

kept quiet but it should be revealed to the Whole World and if done Joseph the Whole World will drop 

at my feet and a massive and I mean a massive and Decisive Victory will be obtained all for and in the 

Name of Christ.   

 

It has been a secret for a very special and purposeful reason and one that has seen the plan for 

salvation and for me in this life too work out perfectly.  You See, what satan doesn’t know he is 

fighting he cannot prepare for, if he thinks he is merely fighting ST Paul the Apostle to the Gentiles 

and then finds out he is actually fighting Samson, Hercules, Arnold Schwarzenegger as The 

Terminator and Sylvester Stallone as Rocky all rolled into one, oh what a shock, a huge surprise 

wouldn’t you say and a temptation to try and get and or kill or even destroy, the un-destroyable one 

indeed that is ME JOSEPH, it is ME in the Flesh let THE HOLY SPIRIT reveal the Truth to YOU. 

 

 

The Spiritual Fight That I Have Had To Endure….!!!! 

 

 

THE HOLY SPIRIT Will Guide You Too The Truth As To WHO I AM….???? 

 

 

WHO COULD POSSIBLY BE THE ONLY PERSON TOO ACHIEVE WHAT I HAVE….???? 

 

 

 

“For Those Who Have Ears to Hear Too Discern & Understand My Words, I Say – LISTEN….!!!!” 

 

 

In the future there will be no more coal or nuclear powered power stations I have worked out efficient 

Hydro and the other more Powerful One More Powerful than uranium and safe as safe could be it will 

be in the form of home based self-contained power generators with no need of paying a power bill it is 

The Holy Spirit Miniature Reactor Supply - it is what is referred to as a Bubbling Sea of Particles & 

Anti-Particles, it is called, The Casmir Effect: A Force From Nothing, what is called - Zero Point 

Energy, which is a Level of The Holy Spirit along with others such as Dark Matter and Dark Energy. 
 

I AM going to need protection obviously once to World is made known of me and I start speaking my mind 

then the fanatical & radical muslims will erupt of cause the cry-babies notice the “al” here exactly what the 
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fat liar allah is, they will be after my head and the Church, we will be hated when my Facebook and Web 

Pages are put together and revealed to the World.   

I will not back down just like a criminal for I AM not, I AM here for the long haul for the over throw of evil 

itself and a Decisive and Massive Victory All For And In The Name Of Jesus Christ. 

 

The RDIF chips that have been developed in American and are to be plant under the hands well it will be the 

left hand because the receiver unit is on the left so thus the obvious it is the Mark of The Beast now the fact 

that I know what I AM talking about being an Electronic/Electrical Engineer, I can see the benefit for them in 

terms of automated control but the greedy and wealthy who is jezebel will want to end up controlling the 

people all in the name of progress. 

 

Have no fear at all Joseph satan cannot harm US, any fear that people have is him in them trying to control 

and manipulate them, hence things like horror movies and games, ask me about computer games when we 

are sitting together over a cup of tea in the not too distant future you will be very very shocked.  

 

No I will tell you now here it is, jezebel has her demons in people studying the brain wave patterns of their 

prey working out every millimetre of the intellectual brain to work out how to control people and if weak 

minded drain you of your intellect to use for themselves and if you collapse and end up in a mental institution 

it is because the demon has you so you then have to work back with medication that brings them under 

control you see there is a level of the brain where you lose concentration while you are focusing on 

something else and it frees up your mind to then be studied by her and she can do it thru her demons planted 

in people. 

 

A separate plan was in place to eliminate evil and save the Whole Planet this was Jesus Dream, well, what 

satan doesn’t know unlike Revelations, he cannot plan for, thus we had the element of surprise and not him, 

as he so proudly and profoundly believed that he was God and Right and WE ARE WRONG.  

 

 

All My Love To You All - At Home Base - The Vatican, I AM looking forward to your reply and joining 

You At Home, My Home - The Church in the Near Future. 

 

 

I will prepare more letters and notify of updates to my Facebook page I have much to add and we have much 

work to do. 

 

 

“ I Came!    I Saw!    I Experienced!   In JESUS Name:  I Conquered! “ 

 

 

My Love & Many Blessings be upon You All, 
 
 
 

In God We Trust. 

 
Yours Sincerely, 
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Mr Paul V. Cleary     AD: E/E.E. 
 

 
My signature to this email hereby places my mark to this message and its words as if to be a formal letter 
in writing presentable as evidence in a court of law legally binding me to it as to be true and honest and 

its contents as a formal agreement or contract. 

 

 
 

St Paul 
Conqueror For Christ….!!!! 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

JESUS IS THE GREATEST WEAPON AGAINST evil….!!!! 

 

He Crushed Them….!!!! 
 

 

& 

 

I AM THE GREATEST POWER AGAINST evil….!!!! 

 

I Have Destroyed Them….!!!! 
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I previously had Letters 2 (above) & 3 (following) separate but I 

needed 1 extra PDF link for Little Joey Forbat and His Father 

Bryan so for now they are together. 
 

 

 

 

 

07
th

 February 2013 

Mr Paul V. Cleary 

Home Address: 

 

 

Postal Address: 

 

 

 

 

Home Phone:  

Mobile Phone:  

Email:  

 

 

Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger 

Vatican City 

Rome, 

ITALY 

 

Dear Joseph, 

 

I did not want to discuss the following with you yet I was prepared to wait until your chosen attaches visit me 

here and help to bring into light with all my friends and most importantly My Mother who has suffered much 

in her years she has been constantly attacked by jezebel. 

 

Well I AM in need of a little financial help I have exhausted all my funds and without a vehicle now I had to 

sell it to just try and survive and meet my bills I love early morning Mass 6:30am but cannot attend now and 

there are no buses I am walking to mass and the Shopping Centre and using home delivery. 

 

I am on our Governments Disability Support Pension due to a false accusation of illness that has been 

perpetrated against me by satan, I need your support to clear up and bring to light the full story and thus clear 

my name completely. 
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Now I am $5,000 in debt in my overdraft I owe approximately $7,000 that I am slowly working down and I 

need a car say about $10,000 - $15,000 plus a little money to support me say no more than $13,000 so in total 

I need $35,000 - $40,000 immediate. 

 

I will be able to survive on my pension until I make the move to the Vatican but obviously will need to travel 

so thus I know all my expenses will be taken care of and I will not need a wage unless I wish to spend on 

drinks and lunches or coffees etc if so then no more than $250 per week but I will need a home with a study 

here for when I return. 

 

I am currently renting with our Government Housing which is very very cheap.  I will have Electricity, Water 

and land rates etc, now I have no need or desire to own the property it can be all supplied by the Church, 

mine is not a thing of wealth & ownership nor fame and fortune but a thing of the state of the planet and 

situation of the planet and so I need a clear and relaxed mind knowing all is taken care of remember my 

home is Heaven so the material here means nothing to me for I AM part owner of the creation of it all and as 

Jesus says to ME “What Is Mine Is Yours”. 

 

Praying I AM not being to forward in supplying my account details and once again I am happy to wait for the 

assistance until the attaches arrive and see my current situation to help me out immediately, it is a case of do 

you believe in me Wholeheartedly and trust me impeccably or wondering AM I just trying to perpetrate an 

act of fraud against the Church you see the facts now and know WHO I AM but yet to reveal my huge grand 

secret.  

 

Financial Institution:  Illawarra Credit Union 

Address:   38-40 Young Street, 

    Wollongong NSW 2500 

    AUSTRALIA  

 

Account Name:  Paul Vincent Cleary 

BSB Number:   802-249 

Account Number:  249 035 022 

International Swift Code: CUSCAU2SXXX 

 

 

I make a request if he so choses and will be completely surprised as to WHO I AM after several discussions 

with him which I might add I enjoyed after Mass, one was about whether he believes the evil realm has been 

walking the corridors of the Church and interfering and another was about mohammeds family tribal god 

who was allah and he was considered the God of “sex and war” I was asked “how I know this” and I was 

asked “I would like to see how you found this” I replied “I cannot tell you this right now but I will be able to 

reveal it soon”.  

 

Because of his strong believe and understanding of the muslims and them not being of the One True God, 

The Trinity, now this person is Fr Mark DeBattista located at Vatican City there to continue his studies, I 

know his brother’s well, John who I borrowed some money from $200 and will be repaying him next week 

hopefully & Jeff and I regularly say hello to their Mother Anastasia they are Maltese, Joseph think how 

wonderful for Mark to be here with me in support of me I also like his knowledge of the Jewish customs and 

the way he presents the his Homily with the Jewish Customs. 
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Do you fully understand why the viper didn’t kill me on Malta it was because The Holy Spirit Is Way, 

Way Far Too Powerful & Strong in ME….!!!! 

 

 

My Love & Many Blessings Be Upon You All, 

 

 

 

In God We Trust. 

 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

 
Mr Paul V. Cleary     AD: E/E.E. 

 

My signature to this email hereby places my mark to this message and its words as if to be a formal letter 

in writing presentable as evidence in a court of law legally binding me to it as to be true and honest and 
its contents as a formal agreement or contract. 

 

 

St Paul 

Conqueror For Christ….!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


